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Abstract: The rapid adoption of networks that are based on
"cloudification" and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)
comes from the anticipated high cost savings of up to 70%
in their build and operation. The high savings are founded
in the use of general standard servers, instead of singlepurpose hardware, and by efficiency resource sharing through
virtualisation concepts.
In this paper, we discuss the capabilities of resource description of "on-board" tools, i.e. using standard Linux commands,
to enable OPEX savings. We put a focus on monitoring
resources on small time-scales and on the variation observed
on such scales. We introduce a QoE-based comparative concept that relates guest and host views on "utilisation" and
"load" for the analysis of the variations. We describe the
order of variations in "utilisation" and "load" by measurement
and by graphical analysis of the measurements. We do these
evaluations for different host operating systems and monitoring
tools.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The anticipated high cost savings of up to 70% in build and
operation of "cloudified" and Network Function Virtualisation
(NFV) based networks [12] make their rapid adoption highly
probable, although there is significant scientific criticism on
the latter concept [11]. The high savings are founded at first in
the use of general standard servers, instead of single-purpose
hardware. However, major additional savings are expected by
the flexibility of these servers and by the efficiency of resource
sharing on them through virtualisation concepts [7]. The
flexibility and efficiency of the new infrastructure are expected
to lead to a faster service deployment, thus generating new
revenue streams for operators [3]. Simplified, cloudification
and NFV enables network functions, such as HTTP-caches,
VPN gateways or concentrators, MMEs (Mobility Management Entities in 4G mobile networks) or BRAS (broadband
remote access servers), to be implemented as files rather than
in hardware. These files can be executed on standard servers
as well as in virtualization environments. So-called virtual
network functions (VNFs) may now run at arbitrary locations.
Practically, virtualisation is achieved by implementing the
VNFs in virtual machines (VMs; often also denoted as "guests"
which are executed on "hosts") or by containers. These VNFs

will be operated in large data centres (DCs), which host a very
large number of servers. General virtualisation environments
for computer systems, like XEN [5] or KVM [21], are used
for the execution of VMs. Containers have originated from
high performance computing for Cloud services, e.g. Dockers
[23]. However, ETSI’s Industry Specification Group (ISG) on
NFV [13], is currently preferring VMs over containers.
The economics of scale in DCs [17] are a key contribution
to the cost savings. This feature assumes that it is easy to
manage and share computing resources in DCs. The more
resources are available in DCs, the more cost-effective the
operation becomes. The efficiency of servers in DCs are often
described by the terms "load" or "utilisation". These values are
readily available as output from standard, so-called "on-board"
tools, such as mpstat [16] or top [22] in modern operating
systems. Their availability leads to simple and obviously
practical resource management strategies, such as "put as many
VNFs on a server until the system reaches a certain load".
However, these tools typically haven’t been designed with the
stringent requirements, e.g. on small time scales, for resource
efficiency management.
The aim of the paper is not to explain the nature and fundamentals of load monitoring. The aim is rather on evaluating
the applicabilities of standards with respect to load variations
resulting from the nature of the tools or of the operating
systems. Good overview on load monitoring principles can
be found in [27] or [1].
We will show in this paper evidence that a simple understanding of these tools, i.e. without considering their inherent
variability, might not be appropriate for efficient resource
management in cloudified infrastructures. We will argue that
VNFs might require more comprehensive resource usage descriptions, e.g. VNF profiles [25]. We also demonstrate that the
accuracy of the current on-board tools increases with a high
utilisation in guest and host. However, users and performance
evaluation typically consider high load as harmful. Thus, VMs
are expected to be operated at low load levels and in turn,
the accuracy and usefulness of the current load and utilisation
monitoring tools in this scenario are in doubt.
We base our discussions on measurements that been carried
out in experiments, which are close to the configurations of
DCs operated by CityNetwork Webbhotell AB [9]. We will

show results that outline the variability of load and utilisation
monitoring. We suggest a correlation technique to investigate
the variability, which is considered the QoE (as seen by the
guest) and the QoS (as seen by the host) [14]. We also do
these evaluations for different popular Linux distributions in
DCs, such as Ubuntu [6] and CentOS [26].
We will discuss in Sec. II the time-scale requirements for
resource monitoring, possible techniques for resource descriptions and monitoring, a comparative concept to identify load
relationships between guests and hosts, and how to generate
load for testing. Sec. III details the aims of the experiments
and the experiment setup. Sec. IV discusses the results, while
Sec. V provides a brief summary and outlook to future work.
II. R EQUIREMENTS AND M ETHODS FOR R ESOURCES
D ESCRIPTIONS

formal description concepts (i.e. their syntax). The applied
description concept will use statistical notations.
1) Resources Categories and Profiles: We describe the
resources by assuming that virtualisation is done by the VMs.
Hence, we derive the resource categories from the configuration options of the virt-install command, which is a
typical tools to create a guest [2]. The configuration options
can be classified into: a) CPU, b) memory, c) storage, d) input/
output (I/O), e) network, f) operating system and g) other
fields, cf. Table I.
Area
CPU
memory
storage

Option
-vcpus
-ram
-disk
-filesystem
-file

A. Timescale Requirements for Resource Management
We assume that the success of cloudified and NFV system’s origins mainly from their anticipated cost-savings. Costs
occurring in networks are usually classified into CAPEX
(capital expenditures) and in OPEX (operational expenditures).
CAPEX describes mainly the initial non-recurring expenditures in network equipment, infrastructure, hard-, software,
buildings, or ground works, which are enjoyed over a long
time. CAPEX savings in cloudified and NFV systems are
related mainly to the dimensioning of the infrastructure, e.g.
the required number of servers to maintain a defined service
level. CAPEX typically accounts for 20% of the total costs of
networks [8].
OPEX costs are the ongoing costs of running networks.
They comprise consumables (incl. spare parts), utilities (power
or cooling), labor cost, but also maintenance and facility
expenses. OPEX costs might sum up to 80% of the total costs.
They occur regularly and might be controlled instantaneously,
i.e. on seconds or minutes, e.g. by shutting down un-used
servers and saving their utilities costs. Possible OPEX savings
in cloudified and NFV systems are diverse. First, the DCs
economics of scale lead to a smaller number of administrators,
which need less specialised skills and thus, consequently
might incur lower labor costs. Second, the independence from
execution location permits operation at venues with lower
cost, e.g. lowest energy costs. Finally, fine grained resource
management in cloudified systems might lead to reduced
energy consumption, e.g. VNFs can be moved to servers which
are not fully loaded while unused servers are shutdown.
This short discussion shows that the full potential of cost
savings in cloudified systems will probably achieved when
OPEX reductions are implemented on short time-scales, i.e.
seconds or minutes. Hence, the descriptions and monitoring
tools for resource consumption to need to obey these timescales.
B. Resource Descriptions
Next, we will outline which resources should be described
and how this should be done. Therefore, we will discuss the
type and nature of the resources (i.e their semantics) and

Description
Number of vCPUs
RAM to allocate (MB)
specify storage media
export a host directory to
the guest
Installation media location
(local install)
Installation via distribution tree (network install)
Host network
OS type

-location
network
operating
system

-network
-os-type

OS variantversion
Graphical display method

-os-variant
-graphics,
-nographics
-name

I/O
Other

Used here
X

Virtual machine name

TABLE I: Resource categories and configuration options in
virt-install
In this contribution, we will consider only available and
used CPU capacity as system state (either by "utilisation" or
"load"). Herby, the "host capacity" is the available physical
CPU on the host running the VM and the "guest capacity" is
the assigned number virtual CPUs to a guest. However, it is
obvious from Table I that more complex resource descriptions
are needed that comprise multiple resource categories. This
need has led to the concept of a "VNF profile" [25]. We focus
intentionally at CPU only in order to find initial relationships.
2) Sampling Concept and Statistical Characterisations:
The requirement for describing the system state in the order
of seconds to minutes in cloudified systems sets the scope of
the monitoring and sampling concept. We adopt a sampling
concept similar to typical steady-state simulation analysis [4].
The sampling concept is depicted in Figure 1. It comprises
a start-up phase and stop phase in order to reach a statesteady and to avoid interference with the load generation, cf.
Section II-D. The inter-sampling interval ∆t is currently chosen
as constant, but easily be changed to random and independent
intervals [4].
stop  load  generation

start  load  generation

collect  of  data  every  Δt

set-up  
phase  Δs

tstart
0

Collection  phase
tstart_collection Time  [Second]
60

120

180

stop  
phase  Δp

tstop_collection tstop
240

300

Fig. 1: Sampling concept for CPU utilisation and load

The statistical characterisations for status description are
considered initial for this paper and might require further
improvements. Due to the objective of simplicity of status
monitoring, however, we start with simple but major statical values: average E[X], minimum Min[X] and maximum
Max[X] to quantify the mean and the range of the variations
in the sampling interval. Hereby, X is the random variable of
the observed state:
N

E[X] =

∑ xs,i /N

(1)

i=1

with {∀xi ∈ X : xmin ≤ xi }
Max[X] = xmax with {∀xi ∈ X : xmax ≥ xi }
Min[X] = xmin

σ [X] =

q

E[(X − E[X])2 ] (4)

cov[X] =

σ [X]
E[X]

top: We used the tool to monitor load and utilisation [22].
It is the default tool in Linux distributions for real-time
view of a system. It provides a summary and details a list of
processes which are handled by the Linux kernel. The used
top command is: top -b -d T1 -n T2. The option -b
starts a batch for monitoring and it is used for sending output
to a file. The value -d T1 provides the sampling interval T1,
which again corresponds to ∆t in Figure 1. The parameter -n
T2 specifies the number of samplings. top shows the load
average of 1, 5, and 15 minute intervals. We consider the 1minute-average in our measurements.

(2)
(3)
(5)

with xi is the observed state at t = tstart _collection +∆t ∗(i−1),
N = b(tstop _collection − tstart_collection )/∆tc and i ∈ [1, ..., N].
C. Tools for Load and Utilisation Monitoring
1) Notions for CPU Utilisation and CPU Load: CPU load
is the concurrent number of processes using the computational
resources on a computer. It is computed by summing up the
number of running threads and the number of waiting threads.
Typically, the CPU load value should be between 0 and the
numbers of available CPU cores. This requirement assures that
no resources are wasted by queuing of processes. It should
be noted that the CPU load output from monitoring tools, see
below, is typically a weighted average of the number of served
processes at subintervals during a measurement.
CPU utilisation is denoted by the amount of accumulated
time a CPU is busy for handling work during a specific
interval. It is reported as a percentage. It can be calculated
as the time a CPU is idle, the time a CPU is running a userlevel application or the system-level threads for each processor
are served, cf. [18].
The CPU utilisation ratio is calculated by dividing amount
of accumulated CPU time by the observation time interval of
the measurement interval. Almost each tool applies its own
calculation and may not necessarily calculate similar to other
tools use. For purpose of simplification, we call the CPU
utilisation ratio simply as CPU utilisation.
2) Tools:
MPstat: The tool was used for monitoring utilisation and
is part of the sysstat utilities [16]. It reports individual or
combined processor statistics. The used MPstat command
is: mpstat -P ALL T1 T2. The option -P ALL specifies
that the usage of all processors will be monitored. The value
T1 details the inter-sampling interval and corresponds to the
∆t in Figure 1. The parameter T2 specifies the duration
of the measurement. MPstat has a multi-column output,
comprising the CPU number, percentages of CPU utilisation
at %user/%system/%iowait levels, and %idle ratio. We
used in our monitoring the value of (100 − %idle), since the
%idle value was reported in percentages.

D. Load Generation
Imposing load and stress on computer systems has regained
popularity with the improved resource sharing capabilities of
virtual systems. Such stress tests aim at high loads and can be
used for performance fine-tuning, testing of physical and virtual hardware components, or measuring power consumption,
cf. [15]
For our investigations will use the stress-ng tool, which
is a clean room implementation of the original stress tool,
cf. [20]. It offers a wide range of tests for CPUs, storage and
drive systems, I/O syncs, memory and processes.
Since our investigation focuses on load and utilisation
of the physical/virtual CPUs or cores, we used the CPU
test as defined by the -c N, -cpu N options. The used
command was: stress-ng -c N1 -l P -t N2. The
value N1 is the number of processes, which load the (virtual)CPUs by calculating the computational demanding function sqrt((double)rand()). The value P specifies the
load imposed on the CPU by a process and is given in
percentage (%). It ranges between 0 (=sleep) and 100 (=full
load). The value N2 stops the stress test after N2 seconds.
E. Comparative Investigation of Load and Utilisation Relationships
A major aim of resource management in cloudified infrastructures is to reduce operational costs by increasing load and
utilisation while maintaining expected performance. Levelling
resource consumption and performance is already difficult
in non-virtualised systems. However, finding such trade-offs
in virtualised systems is even more complex due to the
higher number of types of resource, their complex interactions
(dependencies of network throughput on CPU capacity due
virtual hardware) and due to the nesting of virtual resources
in physical ones.
In order to make the analysis, independent from the type of
the resource, relationships among resource categories and from
nesting, we define a comparative concept to relate aims and
relationships of users and operators in virtual infrastructures.
The comparative concept is a kind of "black box" approach
[24] for system analysis. Hence, it doesn’t require any detailed
knowledge about the investigated resource (sharing) mechanisms.
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Fig. 3: Scatterplots to Compare Guest and Host Relationships
1) The Comparative Concept: The comparative concept
correlates the views of a user of VM ( i.e. a person or entity
observing the VM’s performance) and of the operator (i.e.
administrator) surveying the physical infrastructure. We call
the view from within the VM the "inside" or "Guest" view
and the view on infrastructure as the "outside" or "Host" view.
The aim of the concept is to compare the "inside" with the
"outside" and to identify correlations between these views. The
described the concept is depicted in Figure 2. The compact is a
derivative of methods to investigate the QoE/QoS relationship
in networks [14], [19].
2) Correlation Analysis Using Scatter Plots: The "inside/outside" relationships researched in this contribution are
analysed by simple but powerful scatter plots [10]. Scatter
plots are two-dimensional diagrams using Cartesian coordinates to display a set of points. These points are defined by a
tuple (xt , yt ), i.e. a pair of concurrently observed variables X
and Y at time t.
The tuple (sampleinside/ Guest, j ,sampleoutside/Host, j ) is the
pair of simultaneous load or utilisation measurements at guest
and host at time j. Examples of correlations identifiable by
scatter plots are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows a
weak positive correlation, i.e. the points are loosely around
the increasing line, and Figure 3(b) depicts a strong positive
correlation, i.e. the points are quite close to the line.
III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Aims and Research Questions
The experiments carried out with respect to these questions:
1) Is there a predictable, i.e. strong positive correlation
of load and utilisation between guest and host? Here,
"scaling" means, whether an increase in guest load
results in a predictable increase of the host.
2) How strong do the observed utilisation values vary when
observing them during a small sampling interval?

3) Does the accuracy of the prediction depend on guest
load levels?
4) Does the scaling depend on the number of stressed
vCPUs, i.e. on the resources available to the VM?
5) Does the scaling depend on host operating systems?
6) Are there significant differences between the monitoring
tools?
B. Experiment Setup
We carried out the experiments on a single standalone server
that is similar to the ones operated in DCs of CityNetwork
Webhotell AB. The key host and guest specifications are
depicted in Table II. The server was running either Ubuntu
12.04 LTS Desktop [6] or CentOS 6.6 Desktop
[26]. In both cases we used kvm [21] as the virtualisation
environment. The guests were allocated two virtual CPUs,
2GB of virtual RAM, and 30GB of virtual disk. This assigning
is based on the KVM provisioning model, which is based on
CPU cores. The guest used Ubuntu 14.04 LTS Server.
Criteria

Specification
CPU EC-1230 v2 @ 3.30GHz
8 cores
8GB
500 GB SAS
KVM
CentOS 6.6 Desktop / Ubuntu 12.04 LTS Desktop
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS server
Intel

CPU
RAM
Hard disk
Hypervisor
Host OS
Guest OS

R

Xeon

R

TABLE II: Specifications for host and guest.
C. Common Experimentation Parameters
Throughout the experiments, we increased utilisation in the
guest by using the stress-ng command in 10% step from
10% to 100%. Each step was iterated and measured at least
50 times and the load was imposed for 5min in order to have
a small time-scale. Finally, the set-up and stop phases ∆s and
∆p were 1min and the inter-sampling interval ∆t was 1sec, cf.
Figure 1. Guest and host did no other computing task other
than standard OS tasks.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Predictability of Scaling
The predictability of the scaling of utilisation was observed
using mpstat and is depicted in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4
shows if the VM is loaded with 50% (i.e. 100% load from one
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Fig. 5: Relationship for utilisation; two loading processes on
guest; host: Ubuntu; tool: mpstat
process) then the host is loaded at about 12%. This behaviour
can be expected for a eight core host and for a VM, which is
configured with two vCPUs. However, the figures also reveal
that the observed utilisations are not deterministic for the load
levels and vary strongly. Hence, we conclude that there is
predictable scaling, i.e. positive correlation, but this is weak
and even weakens when the load on the guest is reduced.
Tables III and IV provide the numerical values to the statistical
characteristics in Figures 4 and 5. These values shows that
stress-ng is accurate in generating the expected load E[X]
on the guest (in %; E[] is abbreviated by ∅ in the tables)
but the cov is similarly high for guest and host (above 0.2)
for guest loads less than 30%. Hence, we conclude that the
prediction accuracy decreases significantly with lower guest
load.
%
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

∅
5,20
11,0
15,8
20,5
25,3
30,4
35,5
40,2
45,3
50,1

Guest
cov
1,33
0,64
0,24
0,20
0,17
0,04
0,03
0,21
0,10
0,00

[X]
min
0,00
0,00
4,50
14,0
16,0
28,0
32,7
38,3
44,1
49,8

max
20,6
23,6
26,5
33,3
36,5
33,0
38,2
42,9
46,5
50,5

∅
1,68
2,95
4,11
5,57
6,66
7,79
9,02
10,3
11,5
13,0

Host
cov
1,04
0,62
0,22
0,24
0,18
0,04
0,05
0,04
0,24
0,07

[Y]
min
0,00
0,12
1,25
3,63
4,26
7,07
8,08
9,47
11,1
12,5

max
5,62
6,50
6,25
10,5
10,3
8,70
11,4
11,3
13,2
16,5

TABLE III: Characterisation of utilisation at guest and host;
one loading process; host: Ubuntu; tool: mpstat

%
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

∅
10,8
20,4
30,5
40,3
50,3
60,4
70,2
80,2
90,1
100

Guest
cov
1,33
0,81
0,25
0,19
0,15
0,05
0,04
0,02
0,01
0,00

[X]
min
0,00
0,00
3,5
28,3
32,8
52,5
62,9
77,1
88,3
100

max
51,0
60,5
58,0
57,3
65,8
69,5
76,4
84,0
92,2
100

∅
2,85
5,37
7,88
10,4
12,8
15,3
17,8
20,3
22,8
25,3

Host
cov
1,22
0,75
0,20
0,19
0,16
0,05
0,03
0,02
0,01
0,02

[Y]
min
0,00
0,00
2,38
7,13
7,88
12,8
16,7
19,1
22,2
25,0

max
11,1
14,9
11,1
15,3
17,2
17,1
18,9
21,3
23,8
26,9

TABLE IV: Characterisation of utilisation at guest and host;
two loading processes; host: Ubuntu; tool: mpstat
The measurements show that monitoring of utilisation is
possible on small time-scales only as long as the VM is highly

%
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Guest
cov
1,01
0,50
0,18
0,12
0,12
0,05
0,09
0,02
0,01
0,00

∅
8,11
15,5
30,5
40,4
50,4
60,2
70,3
80,2
90,1
100

[X]
min
0,00
0,00
11,3
30,1
34,4
53,3
54,0
75,5
88,4
100

max
28,5
32,8
43,3
54,4
67,8
66,9
84,4
84,5
92,1
100

∅
3,96
6,98
9,57
12,0
14,4
15,8
26,2
21,2
23,3
26,7

Host
cov
0,73
0,48
0,20
0,17
0,16
0,06
0,45
0,05
0,03
0,06

[Y]
min
0,06
0,81
3,51
8,69
10,1
13,8
16,5
19,8
22,4
25,4

max
13,6
16,3
17,6
20,2
22,1
20,5
49,9
25,0
25,8
33,4

TABLE V: Characterisation of utilisation at guest and host;
two loading process; host: centOS; tool: mpstat
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Fig. 6: Relationship for load; one loading process on guest;
host: Ubuntu; tool: top
loaded. Moreover, the uncertainty might increase when stressing multiple vCPUs. This is evidenced higher cov values on the
guest and host for two stressing process and guest utilisation
below 20%. This observation shows that the accuracy depends
on the guest load level, but also on the type of guest load.
Hence, this might indicate that a more detailed description
load is needed for describing VNFs. Thus, the suggest VNF
profiles [25] need to address the load type as well.
B. Predictibility of Load
The predictability of the scaling of load monitored by top
is depicted in Figures 6 and 7. They confirm a similar weak
positive correlation as for utilisation. However, other effects
that lead to variations and which are systematic, are also
observable. For example, the load at 100% in Figure 6 seems
to be asymptotic. These effects need further research.
C. Dependency on Host OS
The dependency on the host operating system can be analysis by comparing Figures 5 and 8. Figure 8 and the related
statistical characterisations in Table V reveal that CentOS has
typically higher cov at higher utilisation values than Ubuntu.
Although CentOS is typically considered as a better choice
as a host operating system, our measurements show that it
exhibits a higher variation and in turn a lower accuracy when
describing utilisation. Therefore, Ubuntu seems to be a better
choice when it comes to load optimisation.
D. Differences Between Tools
The comparison Figures 4 and 5 for utilisation and Figures 6
and 7 for load indicates that there might be an advantage
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for the top tool due lower visual variations. However, the
advantage might be doubtful due to the apparent systematics
in the load relationships. Hence, the comparison of the tools
requires further research.
V. C ONCLUSION
This contribution outlines the capabilities of on-board Linux
tools for describing of resource utilisation in cloud networking
and NFV infrastructures. We argued that resource descriptions,
monitoring and management need to address small timescales in order to obtain high OPEX savings. Furthermore, we
introduced for the first time a QoE-based comparative concept
to relate guest and host views for utilisation and load.
We have shown by this concept that there is a predictable but
weakly correlated relationship for utilisation and load between
host and guest VM. Moreover, the accuracy decreases for low
guest load levels. Hence, resource utilisation on the host might
be overestimated , i.e. the infrastructure might not exhibit the
required efficiency. Accurate monitoring on a small, i.e. 5min,
time-scale is possible at high load level, but more accurate
monitoring is suggested at low load levels. Our measurements
outlined significant differences in scaling and predictability
between host operating systems and between tools. Hence,
Ubuntu seems to be a more appropriate choice as host OS
when it comes to resource management. The comparison of
tools, however, needs further research.
The level, but also the kind of stress, i.e. in terms of stressing
processes, determines the utilisation of the infrastructure.
Hence, future research should be devoted to identifying what
kind of NFV profiles and benchmark loads should be defined!
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